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One Platform. One License. 
One Source. All Access. 

The Altair Partner Alliance (APA) provides access 
to a broad spectrum of complementary software 
products using customers’ existing HyperWorks 
Units which can be used to download and use 
partner product applications. This constantly 
growing portfolio extends their simulation and 
design capabilities to help create better products 
faster. Customers benefit from unmatched flexibility 
and access, resulting in maximum software 
utilization, productivity and ROI.

Download and use partner applications on-demand, 
just as you do with HyperWorks products.  

How to Join

•  Be a current Altair HyperWorks commercial 
customer holding a leased license.

•  Sign Altair’s End User License  
Agreement (EULA).

•  Activate the electronic usage reporting.

Apply at...

altair.com/apa
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Altair pioneered a patented units-based subscription licensing model for software and other digital content 
which has transformed the way our customers use software, delivering strong retention rates and revenue 
growth. Under a traditional software industry licensing model, customers license rights to use a particular 
application or a suite of applications, which are typically priced on a per CPU basis for a specified period of 
time. The Altair units-based subscription licensing model is different because it allows customers to license a 
pool of units for their organizations, providing individual users flexible access to our entire portfolio of software 
applications along with over 180 partner applications. Under the Altair units-based model, customers acquire 
rights to use a “unit” for a specified period of time.

Units are held in a pool and drawn when a user runs any of the applications available under our licensing model, 
either Altair applications or third-party partner applications. When the user closes the application, the units are 
returned to the pool and become available for use by all users.

Visit altair.com/hyperworks to learn more

Deliver Exceptional Value –  
Direct Software Savings

“We see Altair not only as a software supplier but as our reliable partner who proposes a complete software offering and who brings the 
expertise, as well as the associated technical support we need. Since we use our HyperWorks Units also for the Altair Partner Alliance tools,  
we are more efficient and more flexible on the licenses we own.” – SEGULA Technologies

License a pool of units
for team use

Use any time of day, 
anywhere in the world

When finished, units return to the pool 
for another team member to use

Altair HyperWorks™

One Comprehensive Software Platform

Altair  
solidThinking™

Altair SmartWorks™

Altair Knowledge 
Works™

Altair Partner Alliance

Physics SolversDesign, Modeling, 
and Visualization

Simulation-Driven
Design Data Analytics Internet of Things 

(IoT)

Altair PBS Works™

High-performance 
Cloud Computing
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Additive Manufacturing

Amphyon by Additive Works

Materialise 3-matic by Materialise

The Amphyon software suite is aiming for a “right the first time” additive 
manufacturing (powder bed laser beam melting) process by utilizing new analysis 
and simulation tools. 

“Amphyon was designed to replace the experiment driven development of build-up 
strategies in laser beam melting with simulations and geometry analyses. With the 
numerically calculated knowledge about process-induced thermal and mechanical loads, 
the build-up process can already be optimized in the pre-processing stage. This will save 
our customers a lot of resources and also enhance the part quality as well as the level  
of automation.”

Dr. rer. nat. Nils Keller, Co-Founder & CEO, Additive Works GmbH

Benefits
• Generation of deeper insights into the physics of the AM-process;
•  Reduced costs by replacing material and time consuming experiments  

with simulations; 
• Increased process stability with support structure optimization based  

on the process loads;
• One-click compensation for part distortions;
•  Automated reduction of stresses and adhesion of powder; and
• Lead-time reduction & enhanced part quality.

3-matic enables design modification, re-meshing and the creation of 3D textures, 
lightweight models and conformal structures, all on STL level. It’s the ideal tool to 
bring topology optimization files faster back to CAD or to print.

“In the past few months, we have easily enhanced the surface quality of topologically-
optimized data by using 3-matic. With 3-matic, we are able to do automatic feature 
recognition and create very smooth surfaces, thus making the STL file immediately ready 
for other FEA analysis or 3D Printing. If a CAD file is still required, the CAD link module can 
make a conversion to iges or step. The direct manipulation of the STL data can lead to 
reduced project time.”

Lieve Boeykens, Brand Manager, Materialise NV

Benefits
• Offers freedom of design;
• Enables the creation of watertight 3D models;
• Redesign on STL level;
• Smooth, clean up and redesign the raw output after topology optimization;
• Linked with FEA;
• Reduces the time to go back to CAD; and
• Integration to Altair OptiStruct™, Altair Inspire™, and Altair Evolve™.
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Collaboration and Automation

ModelCenter® by Phoenix Integration

ModelCenter® is a vendor-neutral software framework for creating and 
automating multi-tool workflow optimizing product designs and sharing 
engineering data and knowledge. 

“Integration of the system architecture model and system analysis tools enables 
requirement driven design optimization. The program will no longer need to “guess”  
what the answer is and “hope” the requirement is met.”

Bryce Martin, Lockheed Martin Space Systems

Benefits
•  Reduce development costs, improve engineering efficiency, stimulate 

innovation and design more competitive products;
•  Automate and integrate any analysis tool  

from any vendor;
• Create & execute multi-tool workflows;
• Explore and visualize design alternatives;
• Optimize product designs; and
•  Enable Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE).
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QSD® by Cetim

KTex Family by CEDREM

QSD is an optimization workflow integrated in the Altair HyperMesh™ 
environment. With QSD you can tailor your thicknesses and orientation  
of your composite lay-up to reach your cost and performance target.

“QSD is a powerful software tool dedicated to composite and optimization to achieve the 
highest quality design workflow with reduced computation time and manufacture cycle 
time, while also providing a cost-benefit reduction.”

Denis Espinassou , QSD® project leader, Cetim

Benefits
•  Based on an innovative methodology for composite materials optimization 

“Stiffness matching;”
• Easily identify the maximum performance for your application;
• Integration of the forming manufacturing process by means of Drape 

Estimator®;
• An algorithm which identifies the optimum lay up (thickness/orientation)  

and integrates the design and manufacturing compromise.

The KTex Family is a suite of numerical tools dedicated to composites modeling 
at the mesoscale (scale of the yarns) and prediction of the final part mechanical 
properties, taking into account the impact of the manufacturing processes.

“CEDREM is specialized in finite element simulations representing high speed phenomena 
(such as impacts, ballistics, explosion or blast) and composite behavior. To improve our 
models, tools representing the composite materials at the mesoscale and taking into 
account the manufacturing processes were needed. The KTex Family meets this need.  
We improved our material laws and cut down the gap between simulations and reality.  
We are pleased to share those tools with the Altair community.”

Karine Thoral Pierre, CEO, CEDREM

Benefits
•  KTex Pattern creates a finite element model of any kind of weave  

(1D, 2D or 3D) at the scale of the yarns, made out of any material;
• KTex LayUp simulates the lay-up process for any weave (any fiber  

and matrix material weft in 1D, 2D or 3D) on any shape; 
• KTex Winding provides a visualization of the fibers path for  

a given part manufactured through a winding process; and
• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair Radioss™,  

and Altair OptiStruct™.

Composites
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LAP and CoDA by Anaglyph

CONVERSE by PART Engineering

LAP is a tool for the analysis and design of composite laminates. 
CoDA is used for preliminary analysis of sub-components with 
a variety of geometries.

“LAP provides analysis and design of all types of composite laminates including stiffness, 
strengths and stresses. It has been used by designers and researches worldwide and 
is renowned as a powerful yet user friendly tool. CoDA is the product of many years 
of research at the United Kingdom National Physical Laboratory and aids preliminary 
analysis of sub-components with plate, beam, joint, flange or laminate geometries. 
Anaglyph has enjoyed a mutually beneficial relationship with Altair through integration 
with HyperWorks products and is excited to further the partnership by adding CoDA  
and LAP to the Altair Partner Alliance.”

Dr. George Kretsis, Managing Director, Anaglyph Ltd.

Benefits
• LAP is applicable to all types of analysis or design and calculates laminate 

stiffness, strength, layer stresses, failure induces, laminate design, notched 
compressive strength;

•  CoDA is based on several years of research at the UK National Physical 
Laboratory that included experimental validation; and

•  CoDA can synthesize the properties of composite materials, laminates and 
sandwich structures.

CONVERSE is an easy-to-use software that bridges the gap between injection 
molding simulation and mechanical simulation. The new CONVERSE Advanced 
adds a non-linear material module.

“The design of plastic components is challenging due to the complex material behavior 
and the dependencies of the part properties on the manufacturing. In order to overcome 
these difficulties, in engineering practice often approximative approaches are applied. 
But often they do not necessarily reflect the real behavior properly. By using CONVERSE 
these problems are solved since the accuracy of the simulation is increased significantly 
thus enabling the user to assess the part performance much closer to reality.”

Dr. Wolfgang Korte, CEO, PART Engineering GmbH

Benefits
• Accurate and reliable FEM simulation of short-fiber-reinforced plastics  

with regard to part stiffness and strength;
•  Consideration of the influence of gate positions onto the mechanical 

behavior of the part (position of weld lines); 
• Improved mold and part designs for molds with critical thin cores and parts 

with pressure or temperature sensitive inserts; 
• Easy to use GUI and see-through data handling; and
• Integrated with Altair OptiStruct™, nCode DesignLife, and FEMFAT.

Composites
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AcuNexus™ by Novus Nexus

FieldView Express by Intelligent Light

AcuNexus™ is an advanced CFD software designed to support simulation-based 
design (SBD) and is based on the company’s unique abstract modeling technology. 
AcuNexus is a pre-processor developed specifically to work with Altair AcuSolve™.

“AcuNexus is a great way for users of Alair HyperWorks to access the incredible benefits of 
using abstract modeling to define their CFD simulations with Altair’s CFD software AcuSolve. 
The automation from CAD models to running on a cluster is incredibly beneficial. They are 
going to love it.”

Bruce Webster, President and CEO , Novus Nexus

Benefits
• Abstract model reusability across the CAD models, independent  

of CAD software;
• Processing SBD CAD models directly avoids traditional geometry clean up;
• Automatic mesh generation gives consistent mesh quality independent  

of user skills;
• Automates CFD work flows in three simple steps; and
• Integrated with Altair AcuSolve™.

FieldView Express is based on FieldView, the CFD post-processor engineers choose 
when they must deliver accurate results in ever-faster design cycles. The world’s 
leading aircraft, automotive, defense and heavy equipment manufacturers rely  
on FieldView every day. 

“Formula One teams are the most demanding CFD users I’ve ever seen. Working with 
FieldView allows for automation of the post-processing of huge amounts of high-fidelity 
data, extraction of vital information and for sharing that information with all members  
of a team. And do it within the fast turnaround times required by winning teams.”

Torbjörn Larsson, Creo Dynamics AB, Former CFD lead at Ferrari F1, Sauber & BMW

Benefits
• The fastest and most memory efficient solution, especially for large  

and unsteady results;
•  Many input formats, comparison across multiple cases and solvers;
•  Easy and powerful automation: standardize post-processing outputs  

and start analyzing sooner; 
• Built-in client-server and parallel operation to efficiently access large  

and remote data; and
•  All the capabilities you would expect from a high-end CFD  

post-processing tool.
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FIRE™ M by AVL

LOGEresearch, LOGEengine, and LOGEtable by LOGE AB

AVL FIRE™ M is a multi-domain simulation software simultaneously solving non-
reacting, single phase fluid flows, heat transfer and solid temperatures in systems 
without moving boundaries.

“I’ve seen that FIRE M’s capabilities in regard to predicting engine thermal load can 
help us to master the challenges ahead in our product development.”

Giovanni Maiorana, Manager Virtual Analysis & Design Concept, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, 
Italy S.P.A.”

Benefits
•  Fast and robust solution for pre-processing, simulation and analysis  

of models of all geometrical complexity levels;
• Accurate multiphysics simulations through simultaneous processing  

of all domains and integrated material property database; 
•  Efficient execution of large design studies with simple model setup, 

parameter support, data pooling and automated post-processing; and
• Providing non-experts access to CFD and multiphysics simulation through 

focus on ease of use and an intuitive interface.

LOGEresearch is tailored to the simulation and analysis of complex chemistry 
processes. Through the use of a flexible API the LOGEresearch chemistry solver 
can be plugged into any CFD-solver, providing solutions for simulations of any 
size. LOGE also provides LOGEengine for fast and accurate internal combustion 
engine optimization. LOGEtable is an intuitive and user-friendly table generator 
designed to ease the generation of detailed chemistry tables.

“Our software helps the engineer to access the latest research in chemistry in combustion 
and chemical engineering. LOGEengine uses detailed chemistry information from a black 
box, and delivers information on fuel consumption and emission formation. Our software  
is meant to bridge the gap between fundamentals in chemistry and applied engineering.” 

Fabian Mauss, CEO, LOGE AB

Benefits
• Fast, intuitive and powerful;
• Unique solver for complex chemical systems; and
• Ideal tool for exhaust emissions analysis and improved  

after treatment control.

Composites
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Flow Simulator by GE

TAITherm by ThermoAnalytics, Inc.

Flow Simulator is an integrated flow, heat transfer, and combustion design 
software that enables mixed fidelity simulations to optimize machine systems 
design. This fluid system design tool provides interdisciplinary modeling and 
optimization capabilities within a single platform for machine design with respect 
to fluid dynamics/thermal/combustion within a 3D design environment. 

“Every 2 seconds, a GE, CFM or Engine Alliance powered engine takes off or lands 
somewhere around the world. A key part of this success is our ability to perform advanced 
simulations of how the aircraft and our engines operate. The tool we use for advanced 
fluid simulations is Flow Simulator. Due to its modern graphical user interface, advanced 
simulation capabilities, accuracy, speed and robustness, Flow Simulator is our day-to-day 
work horse to design and simulate engine sealing systems, structures cooling, rotating 
cavity systems, combustor cooling, and thermal management. Flow Simulator’s accuracy 
and robustness has played  a major role in the success of our engines.”

Tim Stone, Chief Consulting Engineer, Component Design, GE Aviation

Benefits
• Multidisciplinary Fluid, Thermal, Combustion;
• Mixed Fidelity 1D-3D Simulations;
• Advanced Rotating Cavity System Module;
• Simulation of Extremely Large Fluid Systems;
• Transient Missions; and
• Result Analysis Feature.

TAITherm heat-transfer software is a professional thermal simulation tool for 
comprehensive CAE analysis of both steady-state and transient-heat transfer 
conditions.

“The TAITherm software package has become a popular thermal-management  CAE 
tool for solving heat-transfer problems and producing comprehensive solutions in many 
industries. Each industry presents unique thermal challenges that can drastically influence 
the performance of a product, and ThermoAnalytics software was built to meet these 
challenges with both speed and accuracy.”

Keith Johnson, CEO, ThermoAnalytics, Inc

Benefits
• Analyze complex, coupled heat transfer problems by solving for conduction, 

radiation, and convection under both steady-state and transient conditions;
• Integration with CFD and 1D simulation tools; and
• Integrated with Altair AcuSolve™, Altair HyperMesh™,  

Altair OptiStruct™, and ESAComp.

Computational Fluid Dynamics
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SC/Tetra and scSTREAM by Software Cradle

Alsim PAINT SHOP and Alsim MERGE by ESS GmbH

SC/Tetra is a thermal fluid analysis system using unstructured mesh. scSTREAM  
is a structured mesh thermal fluid analysis software.

“We are committed to ‘decision making’ and ‘problem solving’ for the engineers of every 
industry through development of unique thermal fluid analysis software.
Manufacturers currently face fierce global competition. Our software must be produced 
more quickly and efficiently to help them strive. We, Software Cradle, will continue  
to develop software with functions and features never proposed from others before,  
and provide swift solutions to our customers’ needs.”

Masayuki Kuba, President & CEO, Software Cradle Co., Ltd.

Benefits
• SC/Tetra – Used for thermal/fluid applications that require precise 

reproduction of physical geometries: automotive aerodynamics,  
ducts and plumbing, fans, pumps, and turbo machinery; and

•  Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair HyperStudy™, Altair Radioss™, 
 and Altair OptStruct™.

•  scSTREAM – Used for applications such as indoor air-conditioning systems, 
environmental assessments of wind, and electronics cooling;

• Low memory usage, high computational speed;
• Maximize performance of advanced hardware; and
• Integrated with Altair HyperStudy™.

Alsim PAINT SHOP allows full control over paint shop processes in the automotive 
industry. It includes simulation modules for air bubbles and liquid carry-over, 
e-coating, baking, spray and rinse, and PVC sealing. Alsim MERGE is a is a data 
cleaning software that processes 3D input data of various formats. 

“Merge is an amazing product for a Paint Process Engineering! It helps in evaluating a 
product geometry, it can not only be used by design engineers but also by shop floor 
MEs, and moreover it is very user friendly. I am very happy with its Dip-In and Dip-Out 
simulation results, and looking forward to using its upcoming new modules.”
 
Anand Mehta, Manager, John Deere India

Benefits
• PAINT SHOP - Intuitive and user friendly, low hardware costs, configurable 

and reusable;
• MERGE - One-click solution, no expertise needed, high return on investment

Computational Fluid Dynamics
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Crash and Safety

MADYMO Dummies and Couplings by TASS International

FE Dummy Models by Humanetics

TASS offers a complete suite of MADYMO dummy, human, and impactor models 
for usage with FE structural codes. These models are applied in the analysis and 
design of a wide range of protective devices in industries including automotive, 
aviation, defense, rail, and biomechanics.

“With the usage of coupling, PSA managed to gain considerable time savings in vehicle 
development. The Radioss-MADYMO coupling solution enables PSA to use the same 
MADYMO dummy and restraint models in occupant safety analysis as well as in the 
RADIOSS structural analysis. This removed the need to create intermediate FE models of 
the restraint system, which has lead to reduced development time and higher confidence 
in simulation results.”

Fabien Breda, PSA Peugeot Citroën

Benefits
•  Most extensive database of numerical models of crash test dummies  

and humans available;
•  Unique combination of simulation speed, accuracy, and robustness; 
•  Accuracy of models compared to experimental data is quantified in  

Quality Reports; and
•   Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair HyperStudy™,  

and Altair Radioss™.

FE Dummy Models is a large suite of highly detailed and validated finite element 
crash dummy models that virtually simulate the behavior of anthropomorphic 
test dummies used in crash testing to evaluate human injuries.

“Altair HyperWorks customers will now have the ability to fully understand a crash 
event in a virtual environment solving crash safety issues using FE Dummy Models by 
Humanetics. With the quality, accuracy and robustness of FE Dummy Models, engineers 
will ultimately save time and money leading to safer product development with 
advanced models.”

Jean Michel Terrier, Vice president, Global Business Development Radioss
Altair

Benefits
• FE dummy models are virtual representations of physical dummies;
• Allows for a crash event to be simulated on a computer instead of doing 

physical dummy testing; and
• Enables virtual design iterations saving development and certification costs.
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Design

RAMDO by RAMDO Solutions

CADdoctor by Elysium

RAMDO® Solutions is a software development and consulting services company 
focused on developing tools that account for variability in simulation inputs.

 
“RAMDO is a great tool for CAE users to explore how variability in simulation inputs 
affects the end product. Our software has been used across a wide range of disciplines 
such as crash and safety, NVH, durability and fatigue, geospatial mapping, and more to 
reduce product lifecycle costs, thus ultimately creating better products and high customer 
satisfaction.”

Nicholas Gaul, CTO, RAMDO Solutions

Benefits
• RAMDO UQ – allows engineers to account for variability in simulation inputs 

and efficiently generates highly accurate output distributions.
• RAMDO V&V – allows engineers to statistically verify and validate their 

simulation models, with limited output test data.
• RAMDO RBDO – allows engineers to find an optimum design satisfying 

target reliabilities in a highly efficient manner.

CADdoctor is the ultimate desktop application for 3D data translation among 
multiple CAD formats, Product Data Quality (PDQ) validation, repair and 
transformation. It also offers Geometry Simplification – reducing the data  
size for efficient and accurate CAE analysis. 

“With Elysium’s expertise in developing CAD interoperability products and geometry 
simplification tools, we believe that CADdoctor will dramatically improve the workflow 
and increase the productivity of Altair customers – reduces the preparation time for CAE 
analysis by removing complex and detailed features such as holes and fillets, enveloping 
huge assembly models, and generating mid-surfaces, which will reduce the overall time 
for analysis, increase the success rate, and more.”

Kentaro Fukuta, General Manager, Global Business, Elysium

Benefits
• Powerful and robust 3D data healing and translation;
• Geometry simplification recognizes and removes geometry features, 

ensuring success in mesh generation and accurate CAE analysis; 
• Geometry verification detects engineering changes and visualizes  

them for easy checking;
• More 3D CAD data optimization capabilities allow for reuse  

in the post processes; and
• Easy-to-use software assists users and increases job efficiency.

®
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Durability

FEMFAT by Magna Powertrain

CAEfatigue VIBRATION by CAEfatigue

FEMFAT is a comprehensive fatigue analysis tool that provides quick  
and reliable answers concerning the safe operation of components.

“Since 1997 we have the opportunity to use software products from MAGNA POWERTRAIN/
ECS – especially FEMFAT and MNOISE. We apply FEMFAT in the fields of finite-element 
analysis and fatigue life prediction in the structural analysis department (complete 
driveline) and MNOISE in acoustics. We are highly satisfied by the correlation between 
simulation and fatigue tests on our engine test benches.”

Günther Pessl, Manager Simulation/CAE, BMW Motoren GmbH

Benefits
• Provides engineers with reliable information on the fatigue life of structures 

based on finite-element analyses 
• Used to improve critical points and reduce total weight, resulting in high-level 

prototypes and consequently fewer tests;
• High analysis speed and flexibility; 
• Interfaces with a multitude of widely used CAE programs and  

Altair HyperWorks platforms; and
•  Integrated with Altair HyperStudy™, Altair HyperMesh™, Altair HyperView™, 

Altair MotionSolve™, Altair OptiStruct™, and CONVERSE.

CAEfatigue VIBRATION is two products in one: a powerful frequency domain 
random response post processor (with connections to NVH) for calculating 
response statistics and a unique vibration fatigue solver, which efficiently 
calculates fatigue damage/life for components subjected to single or multiple 
random load inputs.

“Frequency-based methods for response and fatigue life estimation offer the promise 
of very efficient, elegant and sophisticated design procedures. Lightweighting through 
optimization and resource pooling both become possible. We are extremely happy to 
be joining the Altair Partner Alliance, and together we will enable this exciting new 
technology to reach more customers across all territories of the world.”

Dr. Neil Bishop, Director, CAEfatigue Limited

Benefits
• Easy to use and understand;
• Able to analyze very large models quickly;
• Works with all major stress solvers;
•  Caters to multiple correlated loads and mixed random deterministic loads; 
•  Capable of advanced fatigue analysis (including Strain-Life); and
•  Integrated with Altair HyperView™, Altair HyperGraph™, Altair HyperStudy™, 

Altair OptiStruct™, and Altair MotionSolve™.
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nCode DesignLife by HBM Prenscia

LW Finder by LW Engineering

nCode DesignLife is the leading CAE solution for fatigue life prediction from  
finite- element models. DesignLife enables engineers to go beyond simplified 
stress analysis and avoid under- or over-designing products by simulating actual 
loading conditions. 

“nCode DesignLife provides reliable fatigue life prediction to aid in the development of 
structural products. It has helped us to minimize the development time and cost associated 
with building prototypes and has also enabled us to evaluate multiple design concepts in 
a short period of time. We feel DesignLife is a user-friendly and flexible CAE fatigue and 
durability software.”

CAE Engineer, Tower International

Benefits
• Reduces reliance on physical testing and avoids costly design and tooling 

changes;
• Performs smarter and quicker physical tests by simulating first;
• Reduces warranty claims by minimizing failures;
• Improves consistency and quality with standardized analysis processes; 
• Correlates directly with physical test data; and
• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair HyperView™, Altair OptiStruct™,  

Altair MotionSolve™, Altair HyperStudy™, and CONVERSE.

LW Finder provides accuracy and control when using strain gauges to measure 
structural loads. It finds the best locations to place strain gauges and predicts 
measurement error.

“Throughout our mechanical engineering careers, we encountered issues with noisy 
data and misleading results when using strain gauges to measure structural loads. We 
consequently developed this software to determine optimal strain gauge placement 
and predict measurement errors. This software dramatically improved the quality of the 
measured data, and we realized it would be a valuable tool for other engineers. In order  
to get our product to market, we chose to work with the Altair Partner Alliance because  
we have always relied upon it for easy access to world class engineering software.”

Shea Wilson, Owner, LW Engineering

Benefits
• More accurate test results enable highly optimized products;
• Efficient algorithms cut down on solution time; and
• Fewer failed tests keep projects on time and on budget. 

Durability
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S-Life FKM by PART Engineering

S-Life is a software that enables an easy and automatic static and fatigue 
strength assessment of FEM simulation results according to the German FKM 
guideline for steel, cast iron and aluminum

“With S-Life at the push of a button the computed stresses will be processed in such a 
way that an assessment of the static and fatigue strength according to the FKM guideline 
is carried out. As result of the assessment the static and cyclic utilization ratios will be 
displayed as contour plot. Our customers value very much the ease of use and the fact 
that the entire procedure outline in the guideline is integrated precisely in the software.”

Dr. Wolfgang Korte, CEO, PART Engineering GmbH

Benefits
• Unambiguous strength assessment through systematic approach;
• Consideration of plastic reserves through consideration of stress gradients;
• Comprehensive documentation of results through numerical report for the 

critical node;
• Significant time savings in comparison to manual assessment of individual 

node values;
• Prevention of errors through easy automated usage;
• Automated determination of the critical load case combination if multiple 

loads are applied; and
• Integrated with Altair OptiStruct™, Altair Radioss™.
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Dynamics Analysis

ChassisSim by ChassisSim Technologies

ChassisSim is fully transient multibody vehicle dynamics simulation software  
that allows users to evaluate all aspects of transient car behavior for motorsport 
and high performance road car use.

“Having used several commercially available simulation packages including Pi Sim, 
AeroLap, ADAMS and ChassisSim over the past 7 years, I have chosen and will continue to 
choose ChassisSim as my primary simulation package for track simulations and sensitivity 
studies. With the ability to model stability, inertia, damping and track surface roughness 
ChassisSim adds a necessary dimension to race car simulation in an affordable package 
that is lacking in many other simulation suites. Simply put, ChassisSim goes beyond simply 
setting ride heights and selecting gear ratios - it will take your simulation work to the next 
level and beyond.”

Scott Raymond, IndyCar race engineer, Technical Director, International Motorsports 
Association

Benefits
• Fully transient multi body vehicle dynamic simulation;
• Only commercially available dynamic lap time simulation;
• Ability to reverse engineer tire and aero properties from data; and
•  Can export data to multiple data analysis platforms.

ProteusDS and ShipMo3D by Dynamic Systems 
Analysis Ltd. (DSA)

ProteusDS is an innovative dynamics analysis software used by ocean industry 
professionals to test virtual prototypes of systems that are exposed to extreme 
wind, current and waves. ShipMo3D is a cutting edge software application used 
to model the interactions of ships and offshore structures with waves and the 
marine environment. 

“DSA has always been a simulation driven company. Simulation throughout every phase 
of a project can reduce risk and optimize solutions. Altair’s shared commitment of this 
vision is why Dynamic Analysis joining the Altair Partner Alliance makes so much sense. 
It is going to be exciting to see what Altair’s users can accomplish with our software using 
complementary applications such  as HyperMesh!”

Dean Steinke, Co-Founder & Director of Operations, Dynamic Systems Analysis, Ltd.

Benefits
• ProteusDS performs 1D analysis of risers, moorings, and other thin, flexible 

structures subjected to an external fluid flow;
•  ProteusDS has a powerful graphical user-interface that makes simulation 

setup fast and painless;
• ProteusDS 3D visualization allows flexible viewing options and video export;
• In ShipMo3D, calculation of added mass and damping coefficients is based  

on forward speed assumption; and
• ShipMo3D has built-in appendage modeling (e.g. bilge, keels, rudders).
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Electromagnetics

VSim™ by Tech-X

Charge and SENSE by Fieldscale

Tech-X’s VSim is a fully arbitrary 3D electromagnetic simulation software package 
for designing microwave structures including electron beams.

“VSim FDTD-PIC simulation was useful in our magnetron research because of VSim’s 
powerful parallel capabilities and its ease of use for those researchers who are not  
experts in the setup and use of advanced simulations.”

Jim Browning, Professor, Boise State University

Benefits
• Large problem solutions through distributed memory parallelism;
•  Accurate and fast, conformal boundary methods in FDTD;
•   Compute effects of electron dynamics self consistently, including primary  

and secondary  emission and multipacting, with the particle-in-cellmethod; 
• Design studies using native scripting capabilities for parametric scans; and
• Easy setup through visual interface

Charge is an electrostatic simulation software that enables the simulation of 
today’s complex products in maximum detail, in just several minutes. Charge is 
a state-of-the-art tool for electric field analysis, detecting dielectric breakdowns, 
partial discharges and extracting parasitic capacities. SENSE is a new touchscreen 
design and simulation tool that promises to save engineering time, provide results 
with maximum accuracy, cut down time-to-market and product costs.

“The huge technology advancements of the last years have triggered a fast- growing need 
for scalable simulation software. Fieldscale introduces Charge; a 3D electric solver that 
extends the boundaries of simulation as we know them today. Charge is a necessary tool 
for any result-driven engineer, providing an enormous speed up of the design process, 
reducing substantially the product’s time-to-market.” 

Yiorgos Bontzios, Ph.D., CEO, Fieldscale

Benefits
• Charge has an intuitive 3D CAD environment to reduce design time;
•  A powerful meshing engine, providing automatic and geometry  

adaptive meshing;
• Parallelized solving algorithms deliver accurate results faster than ever before.
•   SENSE has advanced algorithms that provide accurate results;
•   Analysis for mutual and self capacitive sensors and floating and earth models;
• A library of ready to use patterns;
• Resistance computation; and
• Modification options for finger or stylus dimensions.
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Optenni Lab by Optenni

µWave Wizard™ by Mician

Optenni Lab is a software tool for synthesis and optimization of matching circuits 
for multiband, broadband, multi-antenna and tunable antenna systems. Optenni 
Lab can also be used for demanding PA and LNA matching problems.

“Matching network design for antennas is a slow and iterative process. Optenni Lab 
automatically creates several topologies and speeds up the design process considerably. 
The tool is also very easy to use and does not require special RF knowledge.”

Dr. Sami Hienonen, Technology Manager, Convergentia

Benefits
• Fast synthesis, optimization and ranking of several matching circuit topologies
•  Accurate results using real inductor and capacitor vendor library models and 

PBC layout EM models;
• Speeds up the antenna and RF design process;
• Support for tunable antenna design using multiport switches or variable 

capacitors for impedance and aperture tuners; and
•  Links directly with main EM simulators and Vector Network Analyzers.

µWave Wizard™ is a 3D full wave electro-magnetic design automation suite using 
hybrid solver technology for cost effective development of passive microwave 
systems and components, including antennas.

Benefits
• Significant reduction in simulation time and development cycle cost due to 

hybrid solver technology combined with modular circuit composition;
• Rapid microwave component design thanks to three built-in optimizers 

interacting with hundreds of parameterized RF library elements and user 
defined structures;

• Quick composition of complex assemblies using parameterized library 
elements and 3D modeler components. Built-in synthesizers for filters and 
antenna feeds.

Electromagnetics
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Human Modeling

Santos® Pro by SantosHuman Inc. 

Santos® virtual human-in-the-loop solutions allow companies to achieve greater 
customer satisfaction with products that can be brought to market sooner 
and reduce exposure to risk of injury. Santos® Pro provides access to the only 
comprehensive approach to predicting human performance at a level of fidelity 
required for truly human-centric virtual design processes which will significantly 
benefit the bottom line of almost every industry.

“The ability to accurately model and predict human interaction within virtual reality 
simulations has been a challenging problem for VR developers for decades. The Santos® 
human predictive models are exceptionally well designed and based on research with 
University of Iowa, resulting in accurate analyses of the human form in would-be physically 
challenging environments. We are thrilled to integrate this technology in to our Vizard 
engine and help make it available to the VR development community.”

Andrew Beall, CEO, WorldViz

Benefits
•  Predict & analyze human performance using validated                      

mathematical models;
•  Most accurate and validated method of predicting exposure risk of injury  

for manual material handling tasks; and
• Considers:

• Strength
• Fatigue
• Flexibility
• Balance

• Vision
• Posture
• External 

forces

• Clothing
• Equipment

HUByx by CEDREM

HUByx is a finite element model of the human body simulating all of the bones 
and organs as well as the internal fluid in between them enabling the propagation 
of pressure waves inside the body. Several dynamic impacts have been simulated 
and the material laws of the body parts have been calibrated to reproduce the 
experimental results. 

“HUByx gives an accurate representation of the human body and its internal structure. It is 
a new tool to develop human centered products, taking into account the heterogeneity of 
the human body. It has also been developed to provide a new way to assess injuries due to 
blunt impact or blast loadings. Hence, a pressure wave can propagate inside the body and 
internal organs can be damaged even if no contact between them occurs or if no projectile 
penetrates the body. It is a new step toward designing better protective equipment.”

Edouard Ferry, Engineer, CEDREM

Benefits
•  Based on CT scan slices of a 50th percentile man;
• Validated for blunt impacts; 
• Validated for blast loadings;
• Accurate geometry of many organs;
• Internal fluid representation allowing pressure wave propagation,  

even for blunt impacts; and
• Different behavior of the body depending on the loading location.
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Manufacturing

AFDEX by MFRC, Inc.

Design Profit® by Munro & Associates

AFDEX is a general-purpose metal forming simulator based on rigid-
elastothermoviscoplastic finite element method, which is applicable for  
diverse metal forming processes from traditional bulk to plate forging process.

“AFDEX, Adviser for Metal Forming process and Design Expert, has been developed with 
emphasis on solution accuracy and user-friendliness. Since the first commercial release 
in 1995, AFDEX has consistently replaced costly and time-consuming trial-and-error 
approaches to process design in metal forming with innovative CAE approaches. It will stay 
as one of the most reliable friends of Altair customers, who are especially confronted with 
technical obstacles in metal processing.”

Dr. Man Soo Joun, President, Metal Forming Research Cooperation (MFRC)

Benefits
• Higher accuracy for a wide range of metal forming processes; 
•  Intelligent meshing/remeshing schemes; 
• User friendly GUI’s with the fool-proof capabilities;
•  Fully automatic simulation adopted in multi-stage processes; 
• Strength in predicting metal flow lines on the arbitrary cross-sectional area; and 
• Powerful material identification functions.

Design Profit® exposes waste and inefficiency in a product’s design, quantifies 
total accounted cost of a design, and indicates root cause of high cost offenders. 
It forces part count reduction and design simplification and elegance. It provides 
a means to easily and quickly create and compare alternate designs to reduce 
engineering risk.

“We have partnered with Munro and Associates for 10 years now and have used 
Design Profit in many front-end design analyses to understand and to drive born lean 
products with designed out savings in the 10’s of millions dollars while improving ease 
of manufacturing, quality and reliability. Design Profit helps to deliver an organized, 
rigorous and thoughtful approach to our engineering work from early technology through 
manufacturing release. It provides extremely accurate cost estimates early and it carries 
extensive metrics.” 

Brad Steinhoff, Medtronic

Benefits
• Easy to see where waste is generated;
• Easy to model changes;
• Provides data to make the right balanced trades; and
• Delivers a standardized and repeatable approach to best practices.
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NovaFlow&Solid™ by NovaCast

Virfac® by GeonX

NovaFlow&Solid™ is a powerful tool used for mold filling and solidification 
simulation based on fluid flow and heat-transfer theories.

“NovaFlow&Solid provides faster and more accurate simulations and produces simulation 
results that are very close to reality, much closer than any of its competitors. NovaFlow&Solid 
makes it really easy to change different parameters, saving valuable time. The set-up of a 
complete simulation from a 3D model is fast, and the result is still very accurate.”

Florent Baert, Project and Simulation Manager, La Fonte Ardennaise

Benefits
• Fastest mold filling and solidification simulation program  

on the market;
• High usability with a short learning curve;
• High accuracy; and
• Control Volume meshing technology allows for use of multiple materials  

in a single meshed element.

Virfac® addresses the advanced simulation of welding processes, heat treatment, 
carburizing, additive manufacturing and other manufacturing processes.

“Virfac is a new type of technology in the HyperWorks offering, and I believe this will help 
us identify many different ways to collaborate. GeonX is really looking forward to exploring 
the possibilities  of the partnership with Altair.”

Laurent D’Alvise, CEO, GeonX S.A

Benefits
• Particularly suited for high fidelity results on complex industrial applications;
• Predict residual distortions encountered by the work piece due to 

manufacturing;
• Predict residual stresses to help calculate the in-service fatigue life  

of manufactured  parts; and
• Ensure manufactured component quality based on transformations during 

the complete manufacturing chain.
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Material Management

Total Materia by Key To Metals

The Total Materia database is the world’s most comprehensive materials 
database with over 20 million property records spanning in excess of 450,000 
materials. Covering metallic and non-metallic materials (polymers, ceramics, 
composites, fibers etc.), Total Materia provides in-depth properties for materials 
including composition, mechanical and physical properties, and advanced 
properties such as stress strain and fatigue data.

“The Total Materia database is an invaluable tool for engineers who require in-depth, 
accurate material property information without the need for time-consuming research 
through the masses of literature out there. This comprehensive resource empowers users 
to make decisions in the design phase that can drastically improve accuracy of predictive 
material behavior under a range of conditions and therefore help secure the quality and 
reliability of the finished product.”

Dr. Viktor Pocajt, CEO, Key to Metals AG

Benefits
• Allows customers to compare and select the optimal materials for designs; 
• Provides materials from around the world and their property information; 
• The Total Materia Extended Range dataset combined with standard Total 

Materia data provides a material property resource for advanced structural 
and thermal calculations and analysis; and

• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair OptiStruct™, and  
Altair Radioss™.

Workgroup Material DatabasePro by Matereality 

Materiality web-based software for materials allows product development 
teams to collect, store, share, and always use the right material data in their 
product design.

“Product innovation success relies on centralized data and knowledge resources.  
We are pleased to offer a technology that removes limitations on access and ability 
to use material data, eliminates typical risks associated with unmanaged material data, 
and helps accelerate the pace of product development.” 

Hubert Lobo, Founder and CEO, Matereality, LLC

Benefits
• Build your own fully extensible material database;
• Store any material properties for any type of material;
• Quickly and accurately transform material models from one CAE software 

format to another; 
•  Easily generate material parameters for simple elastic, elastic-plastic, rate 

dependent, visco-elastic and hyperelastic material models for FEA, plus 
injection-molding simulation parameters; and

• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair OptiStruct™,  
and Altair Radioss™. 
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Noise, Vibration, and Harshness

Insight+ by Brüel & Kjær 

Coustyx by ANSOL

Insight+ analysis and playback technology from Brüel & Kjær allows you to 
calculate, listen to, and modify individual noise and vibration contributions from 
your test data and/or CAE models in the full frequency range, bringing a realistic 
experience of NVH characteristics forward in the design process.

”Insight+ is a strong tool to understand CAE models differently. It allows you to listen to 
components in the context of the assembly and take all relevant sources into account - 
something very different from evaluating noise and vibration based on graphs and curves 
alone. It is a strong addition to the tools in HyperWorks.It gives you a great starting 
point for further exploration and experience of your CAE data in a realistic, ‘free-driving’ 
environment, by expanding the usage to the desk-top- and full-vehicle simulators from 
Brüel & Kjær”

Torben G. Nielsen, Market Manager, Automotive/Ground Vehicles, Brüel & Kjær

Benefits
•  Set NVH targets up-front and work with all NVH data throughout the 

development process;
•  Deliver component sound targets rapidly and cost-effectively;
• Use change modeling to conduct ‘what if’-studies of CAE data early  

in the program;
•  Manage sources, paths and receivers in a structured model;
• Allow non-experts to be directly involved in the decision making process; 
• Share and develop ideas between NVH CAE and test engineers; and
•  Integrated with NVH Director and Altair OptiStruct™.

Coustyx is an analysis software for simulating acoustic phenomena  
and optimizing NVH performance.

“Coustyx is the most advanced Boundary Element (BE) software package on the market 
today. Not only does it incorporate the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) in its solver, but it 
also uses iterative techniques to quickly converge to the solution instead of solving the 
problem directly. Coustyx is simply the best out there.”

Daniel Tengelsen, Researcher, Brigham Young University

Benefits
• Allows very large models (1 million DOFs);
•  Parallel implementation on shared memory, multi-core processors to yield 

faster solutions; 
•  Most comprehensive selection of Boundary Condition options, and built-in 

acoustic wave sources; and
•  Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair HyperGraph™, Altair HyperView™, 

Altair HyperStudy™, and Altair OptiStruct™. 
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EXCITE™ Acoustics by AVL

AVL EXCITE™ Acoustics is an innovative tool using the Wave Based Technique to 
efficiently calculate the sound radiation in free field from vibrating structures 
such as engines and power units.

“EXCITE™ Acoustics seamlessly extends AVL’s structural dynamic analysis workflow, 
providing high-quality airborne noise results of IC engines, e-motors and transmissions. 
The automated generation of the acoustic model combined with efficient sound radiation 
calculation takes acoustic analysis to the next level. EXCITE Acoustics is AVL’s answer to 
the stringent requests of short development time.”

Dr. Roland Wanker, Vice President, AVL Advanced Simulation Technologies

Benefits
• Starts from unmodified structural FE mesh;
• Fully automated generation of the acoustic mesh;
• One model for the whole frequency range;
• Subsequently definable post-processing;
• Audible results at microphones;
• From model to result in shortest time; and
• Interface with Altair OptiStruct™ and other FE solvers.

AlphaCell by MATELYS

AlphaCell is a complete and accurate TMM/FTMM solution to simulate the vibro-
acoustic response of multilayer systems under various excitations (airborne, 
structure borne, turbulent boundary layer). 

“I have been using AlphaCell for five years to evaluate concept at the early development 
stage. It clearly reduces the lead time and the use of complete part testings. It also allows 
a more robust concept for the tooling launch. I finally acknowledge the high quality of 
support, always fast and efficient.” 
 
Principal NVH Engineer, Truck industry

Benefits
• Intuitive user interface;
• Material database and export to FE models;
•  Wide list of models including poro-visco-elastic materials and perforated plates; 
• Result analysis feature; and
• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair OptiStruct™,  

and Altair HyperStudy™.

Noise, Vibration, and Harshness
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VMAP by TechPassion

VMAP is a comprehensive software tool for vibration testing on real-world 
engineering systems that seamlessly connects virtual simulation  
and physical testing.

“In 1949, the concept of FRF was developed. Yet, the engineers never had a simple 
tool to conquer vibrations in engineering systems. VMAP sets a new standard as the 
most advanced and user-friendly experimental modal analysis and FEA-Test correlation 
software package. In a nutshell, I wish VMAP was around when I was doing my research 
at MIT 10 years ago.”

Dhanushkodi Mariappan, CEO, TechPassion

Benefits
• Address the needs of both beginners and expert users; 
• Obtain damping, resonant frequencies, Modal Assurance Criteria  

and other parameters easily; 
• Develop curve-fitting algorithms, update fine-element simulation models 

with the damping estimates, and analyze the updated simulation models; 
•  Identify the failure modes in prototypes quickly and reduce product 

development cycles; and
• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™ and Altair OptiStruct™.

EFEA by MES

EFEA is a solver that performs analysis for mid- to high-frequency vibration  
and acoustic simulations for complex structural-acoustic systems.

“The collaboration between Altair and MES is based on the strong technical foundation 
of the two companies. The EFEA solver complements the collective capabilities of the 
HyperWorks partners by adding the opportunity for customers to conduct middle to high- 
frequency vibro-acoustic analysis using finite elements, a capability that was unavailable 
within the program until now.”

Nick Vlahopoulos, CTO, Michigan Engineering Services

Benefits
• Significant computational efficiency using only a small fraction of elements; 
• Retains a direct connection with the physical design through  

its finite element based model; 
• No modal density information is required, increasing accuracy;
• Structural damping and acoustic treatment can be specified on  

the physical part of the model where it is actually applied; and
•  Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™ and Altair HyperGraph™.
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Optical Design

TracePro by Lambda Research Corporation

TracePro is a powerful illumination and non-imaging optical design and analysis 
program with an easy-to-use graphical interface. The solid modeling, Monte Carlo 
ray tracing, and optimization features make it a versatile tool for illumination 
designers and optical analysts.

“TracePro is a comprehensive program for designing and analyzing illumination systems 
and non-imaging optical systems, as well as non-imaging aspects of imaging systems. 
Many engineers use it for virtual prototyping, avoiding most of the cycles of costly  
and time-consuming hardware prototypes. ”

Edward Freniere, President, Lambda Research Corporation

Benefits
• Photorealistic Rendering enables visualization of lit appearance; 
• 3D Interactive Optimizer enables automatic optimization of the shape  

of a lens or reflector to achieve a set of weighted performance targets; 
• The Texture Optimizer is used to design microstructured diffusers for 

achieving uniformity in displays and other lit appearance applications; and 
• Lighting Toolkit offers test tables for regulation requirements for the 

automotive industry. Users can use the built-in requirements or define 
their own.
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Project Management

SimData Manager (SDM) by PDTec

SimData Manager provides efficient and systematic access to all simulation-
relevant data along the entire CAE process chain. 

“Most larger organizations are challenged by the size of CAE data and the extension of  
CAE into many disciplines. Global simulation teams want to share their analysis results  
and work on joint CAE projects. SimData Manager provides a central enterprise system  
to manage all CAE data globally.”

Albrecht Pfaff, Head of Sales and Marketing, PDTec

Benefits
•  Improved quality and transparency of analysis process;
•  Perform more analyses while maintaining process compliance;
•  Meet procurement and pilot release milestones with engineering analysis;
• Lower the cost of finding information, setting up models and preparing reports;
•  Evaluate and interpret simulation results efficiently;
•  Leverage synergies across analytical disciplines with a unified data repository; and
• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair HyperView™, Altair HyperGraph™  

and Altair PBS™.
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Structural Analysis

StressCheck by ESRD

MAESTRO by MAESTRO Marine

StressCheck is a comprehensive finite element analysis software tool with a 
pre and post-processor and a suite of analysis modules that support advanced 
solution methods.

“How can you tell if your current FEA code can guarantee reliability? If you submit a result 
to management and you are able to tell them that the margin of error for your prediction 
is within, say, 2% (with proof of convergence), then you are using a code that guarantees 
reliability. StressCheck by ESRD is Reliability Guaranteed.” 

Nicholas Szabó, COO, ESRD

Benefits
• Complements Altair Radioss™ to support detailed structural and strength 

analyses including multi-body contact and computation of fracture mechanics 
parameters for metallic and composite parts;

•  Provides many options for optimizing the design of metallic and composite 
structures; 

• Renowned in the aerospace industry, increasing requirements for detailed 
FEA and stress analysis makes StressCheck useful for all mechanical and 
structural engineering; and

• Integrated with Altair HyperMesh™, Altair OptiStruct™,  
and Altair HyperStudy™.

MAESTRO is used for structural design, analysis and optimization of a wide variety 
of marine structures including cargo vessels, FPSO’s, naval vessels, fast patrol 
craft, high speed ferries, monohulls and multihulls, renewable energy devices,  
drill ships, and super yachts.

“MAESTRO incorporates a wide range of structure analysis, from calculated forces to 
various stresses, limit states, and natural frequency modes. The ability to develop a global 
model and proceed to fine mesh stress analysis facilitates evaluation of entire hulls and 
superstructures. This is a highly recommended program for any naval architecture/marine 
engineering firm.”

Guido Perla, Owner, Guido Perla & Associates, Inc. 

Benefits
• Global ship structural design;
• Faster, more flexible and more accurate software toolset for ship  

and floating structure analysis and design.
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Cobra by Cetim 

Cobra addresses complex bolted and screwed joints with critical safety and 
security issues. The software is widely used across the gas, petroleum, agriculture, 
and construction industries for design and analysis of heavy duty assemblies. 

“We have set standards so that our bolted joints meet the most stringent requirements. 
To help us in this process, we have decided to rely on a tool that complies with Standards 
VDI2230 and NF25-030 and which would enable us to obtain a detailed analysis of the 
behavior of the joints”. “In some cases, we have to calculate specific torques with Cetim 
Cobra which provides the possibility of integrating the tolerances of the tools which are 
used on the production lines” 

Jérôme Lebot, Alstom Transport, CAE senior expert 

Benefits
• Design assemblies are compliant with fastener catalog assemblies, 

automotive practices, and incorporation of the manufacturer’s specific 
fastener; 

• Answers specific standards and geometric requirements while ensuring safety 
constraints; 

• Reduction of time and cost production thanks to the standardization of joints 
and tightening settings. 
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Systems Simulation

 DSHplus by Fluidon

DSHplus is a simulation program especially developed for the dynamic non-
linear calculation of complex hydraulic and pneumatic systems and components. 
DSHplus models also comprise 1D mechanical structures and controller elements 
of the mechatronic system.

“With the engineering tool DSHplus, we are in a position to design quickly and flexibly 
simulation models of complex hydraulic systems for conception analysis. Fluidon provides 
competent and expeditious support in the development of highly specialized simulation 
models for research and development.”

Dr.-Ing. David van Bebber, Ford Forschungszentrum Aachen GmbH, Germany

Benefits
•   Applicable for analysis of system dynamics, system revision, component 

selection, component development, and fault diagnosis;
• Compresses the product development cycle by detecting errors in an early 

state of the development process;
•  Optimizes the development process for the product life; and
•  Integrated with Altair HyperGraph™, Altair HyperStudy™,  

Altair MotionSolve™, Altair MotionView™ and MapleSim.

XLDyn by XLDyn

XLDyn is a user-friendly Model-Based Systems Engineering Software for 
requirements and verification tracking, providing a wide range of verification 
options including simple cell equations, integrated simulation tools and test data. 

“XLDyn is intuitive and easy to use. The integration of requirements management with 
simulation and test verification for MBSE is very powerful. It can be easily applied to many 
different industries and products.”

A. Harvey Bell IV, Professor of Engineering Practice, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Benefits
• Automated SysML diagram creation;
•  Perform more analyses while maintaining process compliance;
• Wide range of verification options including simple cell equations, integrated 

simulation tools and test data;
•  Balance requirements and design parameters at the system, subsystem  

and component level;
• Vast component library; and
• Powerful scripting language without the need for a third party compiler 

and the ability to implement Finite State Machines.
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CosiMate by Chiastek

MapleSim and Maple by Maplesoft

CosiMate is a co-simulation conduit that links heterogeneous simulators 
representing different abstraction levels, physical, and mathematical systems. 
It allows engineers to develop simulations of different subsystems in the most 
appropriate tool for their domain and then co-simulate the larger system by 
running the subsystem simulations in parallel. 

“The co-simulation bus is a new concept for a commercial software tool. It frees engineers 
from being tied to particular simulation environments. CosiMate is completely vendor 
neutral, helping to extend the lifetime of models.”

Thierry Cambois, Mechatronic Group Manager, PSA Peugeot Citroen

Benefits
• Open architecture enables engineers to connect an unlimited number  

of simulation environments together;
• Can be used as a test environment by integrating C/C++ debuggers  

or monitors and Test & Measurement tools;
• The networked architecture is well adapted to the concept of  

multi-disciplinary development teams;
• Ability to co-simulate a model at different levels of abstraction; and
• Significant reduction in simulation time.

MapleSim is an advanced system-level modeling and simulation tool that applies 
modern techniques to dramatically reduce model development time, provide 
greater insight into system behavior, and to produce fast, high-fidelity simulations. 
Maple is technical computing software for engineers, mathematicians,  
and scientists.

“Maple and MapleSim were an integral part of the design process of the DeltaBot system, 
and is now a part of the robot’s ongoing development. With the use of Maplesoft technology, 
the initial development time for the robot was significantly reduced, and we continue to 
benefit from shorter development cycles as we make enhancements to our products.”

Dr. Amir Khajepour, President and Founder, AEMK Systems

Benefits
• Reduce development time;
• Develop better designs with powerful analysis and optimization tools  

with MapleSim;
• MapleSim leverages the power of Maple for extensive model analysis; 
• Maple possesses unmatched mathematical power with its symbolic  

math engine; 
• CAD Toolbox shows behavior of mechanical CAD models as part of a larger, 

multi-domain system; and
• MapleSim is integrated with Altair Embed™, Altair Activate™,  

and Altair MotionSolve™. 
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CRUISE™ M by AVL

AVL CRUISE™ M is tailored for system engineers in powertrain and vehicle 
departments. It delivers functional flexibility based on the modular structure, 
which provides freedom to explore and assess all possible designs. Its unique 
real-time capability empowers model based calibration, proven as part of AVL’s 
calibration tool chain.

“AVL CRUISE™ M is playing an increasingly important role in our VTMS system 
development. We efficiently use the CRUISE™ M solution to analyze and optimize  
energy distribution.”

Yang Tengfei, Platform Development Department, HAIMA New Energy

Benefits
• Flexible & scalable, multi-detail level model based  

development approach;
• Open to 3rd party tools via FMI;
•  Numerical solver tailored for efficient multi-physics vehicle  

system simulation in office, HiL and testing environments;
•  Consistent and comparable results along the entire powertrain  

development process;
• Shorter development time; and
• Front loading of control function development and calibration  

tasks to earlier development stages.

CellMod™  and BasicPackMod by Sendyne

CellMod FMU is the first Li-Ion virtual battery capable of predicting cell and pack 
behavior, including thermal behavior, with an accuracy of better than 97%.

“Sendyne has developed the first ever Li-Ion virtual physics-based battery model for 
real-time co-simulation. Designers and Engineers have the ability to virtually test battery 
pack behavior with a high degree of accuracy in their design models for hardware and 
software in the loop, thermal simulation, online battery prediction and more.”

Richard Yen, SVP, Global Automotive and Industry, Verticals Team, Altair

Benefits
• Ability to quickly integrate an accurate virtual battery into any design;
• CellMod FMU Virtual Battery can provide far more realistic battery inputs  

to software and hardware in the loop applications;
• The accuracy of CellMod FMU enables accelerated cell testing and selection 

by comparing FMUs optimized for individual cells in various load and 
environmental conditions; and

• The speed, small code size and the memory management features  
of CellMod FMU enable its utilization in embedded applications.

Systems Simulation
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Vortex® Studio Create by CM Labs Simulations

Vortex Studio Create by CM Labs is a simulation and visualization software for 
in-the-loop mechatronic system-level modeling. This interactive, multi-body 
dynamics platform brings design ideas to life through its high-fidelity, real-time 
simulation.

“Vortex Studio has empowered us to produce high-quality 3D simulations at a fraction  
of the time and cost as compared to before.”

Mark Stevens, Digital Innovation Operations Director, Oceaneering Inc.

Benefits
• Rapidly create equipment simulation models from CAD and 3d model 

geometry and place equipment in realistic scenarios to test product 
performance;

• Create stunning immersive scenes with state-of-the-art, shader-based, 
GPU-accelerated rendering on desktop systems, head-mounted VR displays, 
or synchronized multi-channel visual systems; and

• Employ a simple workflow allowing you to configure and distribute 
simulation and visualization to networked player applications and eliminates 
the need for coding.
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Altair is a global technology company that provides software and cloud solutions 
in the areas of product development, high performance computing (HPC) and data 
analytics. Altair enables organizations across broad industry segments to compete  
more effectively in a connected world while creating a more sustainable future.
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